
                         of private industry workers in Louisiana do not have access to paid sick days.  Without paid
leave, many workers go to work sick because they need the income and because they fear employer 
penalties if they are absent.  Enacting a paid sick days law can ensure productive businesses, healthy 
families, and a stronger economy for all.  

45%

The United States has 
no national paid sick days law,  

Research shows that the benefits to employers of 
adopting paid sick days outweigh the costs of doing so.

Employers benefit when sick workers stay home as it limits the spread of illness to co-workers and 
lessens absenteeism.  Paid sick days reduce turnover costs by promoting employee retention and 
enhance workplace productivity by curtailing impaired work by sick employees. 

The income provided by paid sick days bolsters the 
local economy as workers and their families are 
able to continue buying products and services. 
Reductions in the spread of illness decrease 
emergency room visits and dramatically lower 
health care costs.  If all U.S. workers had paid sick 
days, 1.3 million emergency room visits could be 
prevented each year, saving $1.1 billion annually. 

Lower employee turnover

Reduced disease contagion in the 
workplace and community

Reduced emergency room visits

Paid leave provides income and lowers the financial stress 
of individuals and families which promotes health.   Paid 
leave to care for sick children improves their health and 
reduces the spread of illnesses in day care and schools.  

POLICY BRIEF

Workers, families, and the community benefits

In the US, earned paid sick time laws have
been implemented in 8 states, 29 cities, 2 
counties, and Washington, D.C.  Research 
shows how access to paid sick days 
benefit workers, families, employers, and 
public health - resulting in dramatic cost 
savings through: 

Employers benefits

The economy and public health benefits
The American Public Health 

Association recommends that 
employers adopt paid sick days 
policies.  To ensure coverage for 

everyone, earned paid sick 
days laws should be adopted 
nationally or at the state level.

 
unlike every European country, 
Australia, and New Zealand.  

PAID SICK DAYS
SAVE MONEY AND PROMOTE HEALTH

HOW

HERE'S HOW
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If you are a business owner

If you are an employee

Find out what other businesses' and government paid sick days policies look like 
and how they have been working: 

http://www.abetterbalance.org/web/images/stories/Documents/sickdays/factsheet/PSDc
hart.pdf 

Learn about paid sick days legislation on the books - or soon to be on the books - in 
states across the country: 

See the potential savings for businesses with the latest cost-benefit analyses: 

Take action and get involved at: 

WHAT TO DO
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